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Summary
Anorexia nervosa is a serious and potentially life-threatening eating disorder. Persons, who struggle with this problem, consciously starve and quickly lose weight. It is one of the most common mental disease among young women. The following article is an introduction to the anorexia issue. It presents a definition of anorexia, its historical background, a discussion about its causes and ways of treatment. The knowledge of anorexia as well as its risk factors is essential to take appropriate measures connected with the help for the ill people. Anorexics, who discern their disease and understand related to it dangers for their health and lives, undergo treatment more willingly. The following text shows recent Polish research and discusses the anorexia problem in this country. This article also presents a controversy over polish Pro-Ana movement.
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Introduction
Anorexia is an extensively discussed problem both in Polish [1-3] and world literature [4-6]. This issue is constantly mentioned in the media [7], causing many controversies and often intensive discussions. Anorexia can be defined as follows: ‘Anorexia Nervosa (AN) is a deeply perplexing illness that ravages both mind and body. AN is the visible eating disorder, universally associated with emaciation and commonly accompanied by marked increases in physical activity.’ [8]. Many people suffering from anorexia perceive themselves as overweight, even though they are underweight. For they have a distorted cognition about themselves as well as low self-esteem.

For many years eating disorders have been associated with specific professional groups, e.g. dancers, models, jockeys. These problems have been also related to the culture of highly-developed countries, such as the USA,
Canada, Japan or West Europe [9]. However, it has become clear in the near past that such a disease does not only concern uniquely specific professions or countries. Promoted by the media, a slim silhouette and a pursuit of it can result in a disease of people in every part of the world, even in African countries like Kenya or Ghana [10,11]. It is not a surprising fact that it appears also in postcommunist Poland.

People generally suffer from anorexia at the age from 12 to 35, where the maximum intensity of this disease occurs at the age from 15 to 19 [9]. Eating disorders usually start during adolescence (age: 11 – 13 years). Such disturbances intensify in the following years. It is connected with the fact that at this period of time body weight as well as an interest of own appearance increases, especially among girls. A significant contribution to it has the aim of achieving a commonly promoted image of a slim silhouette [12]. Such disease occurs more frequently among women than men. The analysis of international data indicates that during the lifetime between 0.3% and 1.5% of women suffer from anorexia, where among men it is between 0.1% and 0.5% [13].

**Anorexia nervosa in historical background**

Anorexia nervosa had its clinical equivalents in different historical epochs [14]. First unclearly described cases, reminiscent of anorexia because of occurring symptoms, happened between the 5th and 8th centuries AD as well as at the time of early Christianity. They were consistently considered as connected with possession of evil forces, for which exorcisms were the only effective remedy [15].

In 1689 a British physician, Morton, described a combination of factors connected with the disease entity that can be diagnosed as anorexia nowadays. These factors were: loss of appetite, constipation, absence of menstrual cycles, lack of interest in own health and life. Morton used a term ‘nervous consumption’ and he thought that he was describing a strain of tuberculosis which occurring without a high temperature and dyspnea. In 1859 in the USA Chipley published an article about ‘sitomania’ – a fear of eating [14]. First directly use of the term ‘anorexia nervosa’ to describe eating disorders was placed in medical literature not until 1874 by Gull [15].

Between the 16th and 19th centuries there was described a disease, called chlorosis, which was similar to anorexia. It was characterized by lack of appetite, secondary amenorrhea, nausea, vomiting, binge, fear of obesity, typical greenish skin color, loss of weight which resulted sometimes in death. It was a disease of wealthy people [14].

Bella’s research from 1985 was based on the study of the lives of 261 holy people living in the area of Italy. It helped him to distinguish another type of anorexia which he named ‘holy anorexia’. It consisted of a refusal to eat any nourishment as a superior force’s order. Starving girls were perceived as divinely appointed because of their ability to maintain a relatively normal health condition while consuming hardly any repasts. They could even become ‘a tourist attraction for the curious and a source of inspiration for religious pilgrims’ [15]. Such disorders evoked the interest among people, ‘they were accompanied by the atmosphere of interest, uniqueness and mysteriousness’ [16]. In the 18th, 19th and even at the beginning of 20th centuries there were organised the displays of ‘alive skeletons’ as well as exorcisms were performed on people who had an aversion to eating. Even in 1976 in Bavaria during exorcism there was a case of the death of a woman whose body was extremely devastated by starvation [16]. However, it was only a single case. Some authors claim that before the 20th century AN was a way of having an influence on surroundings like family, neighbours as well as wider society. Only after the second world war it started to be combined with the distorted body image as well as it became a cultural feature [16]. Despite not a very good economic situation after the war, in Poland also cases of eating disorders occurred. It can be illustrated by the following quote of Iwasiow’s novel: ‘Magdusia is looking at triples, swallowing saliva. She is swallowing not because of the appetite stimulant. She is swallowing in order not to vomit (...) Functional anorexia (nobody knows this disease). Poor eater, Tadek – poor eater, that is it called. And it shames children. Because the war was recently. The imperialists are ready for the next one. Let’s eat where there is still time’ [17].

Researchers from all over the world have not been successful in defining if certain historical periods brought greater or lesser intensification of anorexia nervosa. However, undoubtedly it is the 20th century fashion for slim silhouette caused the increasing incidence of such disease. It was contributed by the following factors: change of family model, where a child starts to lead a central role, earlier maturation among girls, change of women role, emphasising the meaning of sexuality and ideal of beauty that has been a slim body shape [16].

**Symptoms and causes of anorexia nervosa**

It is complicated to indicate unambiguous factors causing anorexia. It can be observed, inter alia, in the differences of their classification by individual researchers facing this issue. They have focused on various
aspects causing this eating disorders [5]. By the year 1972 anorexia was affirmed on the basis of criteria created by Feigner and his co-workers. AN was recognized when the total weight of body decreased by 25% in regard to the previous one. The examined person characterized by an unnatural attitude toward nutrition as well as atypical cognition about body weight. At the same time mental disorders did not occur and afflictions connected with weight loss were excluded [18]. Such an approach to the issue can be illustrated by the following example from the blog of one person suffering from anorexia: ‘I fainted today at school. And there was... a phone to my mum, an ambulance, and a hospital. Such a disaster. They affirmed that I was dehydrated. There was nothing about the weight... which means that I should lose weight much more.’ [19]. Another blogger writes about her disease as following: ‘I am still lying. I lie to everybody around, myself and my body. Have you, my belly, eaten dinner? Multivitamin was for dinner. And for dinner there will be apple sage. A food supplement. A preparation cannot be used as a substitution of a varied diet – Do you want to bet?’ [20].

Nowadays in the USA as well as in other countries Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders created by American Psychiatric Association is helpful in the identification of AN. For Nogal and Lewinski the most significant criteria, which were mentioned there, are: ‘the refusal to maintenance of the minimum of weight appropriate for the age and height of an ill person, strong fear of the gain of body weight or obesity, in spite of mass deficiency, distorted perception of own body shape, the absence of menstrual cycles’ [2].

Fairburn and others in the analysis on the basis of the previously done research, identify the following factors causing anorexia: obesity which appeared before, occurrence of anorexia or other eating disorders in family, mood disorders, manic-depressive syndrome, being too much concerned about own appearance and weight, overusing psychoactive drugs, previous unpleasant events and situations, perfectionism and negative self-assessment [5].

The level of energy and a desire to life decrease with the progression of a disease. Such a person is able to separate himself or herself from friends, family, and to fully concentrate on sport. Physical activities are known as one of the way of losing calories therefore it is main aim of anorectics [21]. To illustrate it, the following utterance of an ill person can be quoted: ‘(...) I had to resign from vegetarianism after three months when mum imposed a condition – vegetarianism or sport. Obviously I started eating meat. But it does not mean that I finished losing my weight. Firstly I reduced breakfasts, then branches, I nibbled something for dinners. I did not only resign from suppers. Practically, it was my only one repast. In such nutrition I did plenty of sports like tennis, skiing, cycling, gymnastics. I knew by heart almost all diabetic tables. I quickly managed to gain a desirable weight which was 48 kilograms. But it did not change anything. I was afraid that I could again put on weight so I give up eating sweets, potatoes etc. I ate only accompanied by others – I did it just for show (...)’ [21].

It is known for many years now that one of the reasons of the anorexia occurrence is social pressure as well as fashion for a slim silhouette [6]. The results of Garner and Garfinkel's research indicated that AN occurs most frequently among persons associated with the dance and fashion world. They claimed also that American beauty image has ‘lost it's weight' from the second half of 20th century and popular women's magazines have published more and more articles regarded to the methods of become thin. On the basis of data they concluded that eating disorders are most common among young women because they are particularly vulnerable to accept beauty models established in a given culture [6]. Not all research agree that anorexia is an issue connected with the culture. Keel and Klump write: ‘Although cultural factors such as increasing idealization of thinness may influence rates of AN, such factors seem neither sufficient nor necessary’ [15]. They claim that the expansion of western culture with all the forms of industrialization undoubtedly evoke certain changes of thinking which after consolidation can cause anorexia. However that does not have to be strictly necessary to induce AN. The evidence of it is the fact that this disease appears at the same level of intensity in cultures, which are completely not related to western world, and in different historical epochs (see point 2) with different canon of beauty. The authors start also a discussion about what is the role of gens in this illness [15].

Polish researchers, Nogal and Lewinski, consider that ‘anorexia nervosa is a syndrome of the area from medicine, psychology and sociology’ [2]. In their elaboration of the literature on this subject, they indicated that the twins studies, which were done in order to verify the significance of genetic factors in the prevalence of anorexia, show that among identical twins such compatibility happens in both children in 44-57% of cases, while among fraternal twins it occurs in 3-12.5% of cases. The research of twins and families nutrition disruptions helped to estimate the risk of inheriting diseases connected with eating disorders. Nowadays, it is announced that ‘50-80% of variability in the susceptibility to an depends on genetic factors’ [2].

A specific family situation of many anorectics can be treated as a cause of occurring this disease. Although, the researchers differ on this opinion, they sometimes regard family relations as the anorexia effect [2]. The analysis of literature, which was done by Nogal and Lewinski, showed that relations in family have the following nature: a dominant mother and a passive father, communication disorders, not taking under consideration the
child’s pursuit of being independent or autonomous. Wlodarczyk-Bisaga indicates that an ill person discovers he or she has got a particular power over friends or parents by starving [14].

Thus, a disorder like AN is caused by a wide range of factors. The researchers of this issue are not able to unambiguously indicate which contributor is the most significant: is it caused by mental problems of the individual, family problems, gens or is it an issue related to culture and society. Each of these factors probably plays its role, though it can vary from ill persons.

Introducing a differentiation between anorexia and bulimia (binge-eating syndrome) seems to be meaningful. In an anorexia case there is a refusal to eat, while in a bulimia case ill persons eat rapidly huge amounts of food and then they vomit because of feeling guilty. Bulimics mostly consume sweets and high-calorific dishes. They can eat even 6,000 calories at once [22]. Here are the statement of a person who dealt with this disease: ‘It is like there was something inside taking control over me and opening the door of a pantry. I do not think what I do. It just happens, it happens really fast. When I binge, I don’t know what I eat and I don’t care. I know only that I never have enough.’ [22]. The researchers do not always regard bulimia as autonomous disease entity because of the fact that 47% of examined persons, who had diagnosed anorexia, have also distinguished bulimic behaviour [23].

**Process of anorexia nervosa treatment**

Various studies give a different number of persons who recuperate from eating disorders. They are accounts from 40% to 77%. A partial recovery can be observed from several percent to 40%. Thus, about 20% of patients have a chronic course of a disease [24].

Basic purpose in the fight against AN is teaching patients how they have to eat and deal with own emotions. Nothing can be achieved without a cooperation with an ill person. To recover from anorexia there is also needed help and support of close ones. The ‘healing’ process is not easy [23]. It is not only disturbed by deep cachexia but also by a patient’s psyche. Anorexics have a tendency to deny that there is something bothering them [21]. In their self-consciousness, they are terrified of gaining weight [21], which considerably impedes the treatment. The process of getting used to again ‘normal’ eating (providing a human organism with the right amount of calories in order to ensure the proper functioning of a body) is difficult. It lasts very long. There is no assurance that such a person after some time and gaining little weight will not comes back again to old habits. Treatment requires a cooperation with several specialists like doctors, diabetics and psychologists [2]. The Jaworska’s research has shown that the level of readiness to start treatment among women is positively related to the level of knowledge about methods, treatment process as well as health complications that are associated with AN [25].

Analyzing different research, Nogal and Lewinski have indicated negative health effects of this disease. Numerous metabolic and hormone disturbances appear among ill persons. Anorexia results in deep depression, which is estimated that it occurs in 25-88% of patients. There are also anemia, secondary amenorrhea, while osteoporosis is diagnosed in 25-50% of tested ill persons. There can also appear hypoglycemia [2]. Additionally, among patients there can also occur slow metabolism, slowed heart rate, insomnia, chronic kidney problems, dizziness, syncope, brittle hair and nails, problems with digestive system including constipation, diarrhea, flatulence, dehydration, tiredness [26].

Hospitalization of anorexics is an ultimate solution, when other forms of help (e.g. outpatient care) did not provide any improvements. Patients most frequently are placed in a child and adolescent psychiatric ward. This method of treatment is based on a combination of behavioral, systemic as well as cognitive or psychodynamic approach. Pharmacological treatment is included while with anorexia coexists with symptoms of mental diseases [27].

The most reasonable method of treatment in advanced anorexia is psychotherapy [23]. The best conditions for psychotherapy are outside hospitals. In hospitals patients are fed by force in order to complete nutrient deficiencies which is essential for the right functioning of a body. It is not the most appropriate treatment because everything happens without patients’ consent. Moreover, the effects of such a procedure is short-term [23].

The first recovery center for patients with eating disorders in Poland was created in 2010. It is a private medical facility led by the charity ‘Drzewo życia’ (eng. Tree of Life) in Mława. This is an alternative to hospital treatment, though there are also various regimes. However, the stay of a patient is not associated with social stigmatization as it is in a psychiatric ward.

Data related to mortality is not identical. It is estimated that the death on account of anorexia affects about 5-18% of ill persons. According to different studies, the standardized mortality ratio (SMR; the ratio of observed to expected deaths) is from 0.71 to 17.8. Some of the research show that anorexia amongst other mental diseases has the highest mortality rate in a female group [28,29]. About 50% of anorexics die as a result of suicides.
Within other reasons there can be listed also: pneumonia, hypoglycaemia, kidney disease, cancer, alcohol intoxication, subdural bleeding, medical problems caused by malnutrition [28,30].

**Anorexia in Poland**

There still have not been done any population-based studies about the number of anorexics in Poland. Researchers have presumed that it can be similar to the West countries [2].

In 2008 Kedra and Pietras examined 250 persons who were diverse in terms of the demography. The results of it were extremely alarming because it showed that 62% of respondents have confirmed eating disorders related to underweight, overweight or obesity. In patients’ assessment the main factors causing the disturbances were: promoted eating styles which were published in magazines, adverts of food products in the media as well as fashion of diets. Their research also demonstrated that eating disorders have a tendency to occur in a family [1].

Significantly less alarming were the results of Chytra-Gędek and Kobierecka’s research, in which only 6.5% of 92 examined women in Kuyavia – Pomerania province showed behavior indicating the presence of anorexic readiness syndrome. It revealed itself more frequently among younger people - mainly in the concentrating on body shape and its weight context. These persons used also more often dangerous methods of losing kilograms [3].

Wojtyla et al.’s research, on a representative sample of secondary school students, indicates that 40% of respondents experienced the fear of obesity. Over a quarter of students declared a desire to reduce their body mass. As many as 33% of students tried to lose weight using even drastic methods. A feeling of a food aversion declared 28% of respondents, while every tenth of them informed that they provoked vomiting. The youth seems not to recognize that their physical activity can protect them from unwanted weight as well as it can help to fight with eating disorders. Most of them, 77%, sneak between meals, and every fourth of them do it at night [31].

Trafalska and others did a research among young people who attended to secondary schools, technical institutes, high schools and vocational schools in Łódź. They demonstrated that 46.7% of students considered that they weight too much or too less. During the research 13.2% of tested persons were on a diet about which they know mostly from the Internet. Every fifth of tested students declared himself to be too fat. Almost a half of students considered that underweight is better than overweight. As many as 67.5% of them thought that a slim silhouette simplifies finding a partner, job and gives satisfaction [12].

Chalcarz and others conducted a research among female students of Department of Tourism and Recreation. Every fourth of them showed a high level of the presence of anorexia readiness syndrome (ARS), and thus also a huge risk of AN. The studies indicated that persons with a high level of anorexia readiness syndrome intensively do exercises and at the same time they reduce the amount of calories in their diet. Such people know the energetic value of many products and they are angry on themselves when they eat too much. They devote a lot of attention to appearance and they compare themselves to persons from the mass media [32].

**Pro-ana movement**

A different attitude to anorexia, which can be regarded as controversial, is pro-ana movement (which stand for anorexia). It is a movement which glorifies AN and supports anorexics in losing weight. It claims that anorexia is not a disease but a consciously chosen lifestyle which allows to gain perfection and happiness. This movement emphasizes freedom of women in a choice of how they want to look like and how they want to eat. According to Dias, it is connected with the concept characterized for the third-wave of feminism where the matter of how our body looks like was considered as a key aspect [33]. The representatives of pro-ana movement called anorexia ‘a protest against social image of a female body’ [33].

The main place where this movement functions is the Internet, for example, blogs, forums that support persons who want to have anorexia. After writing in Polish Google the name ‘Polish website pro-ana’, there are 585,000 results (October 1, 2015), which reflects the huge amount of websites devoted to this issue in Polish language.

In this surrounding a disease is personalized and it gets a name ‘Ana’ described as a ‘goddess’ and also a ‘friend’. Members of this movement called themselves ‘butterflies’ because of the fact that butterfly is recalled with something light and ethereal [34]. A Polish writer of ‘Anty pro-ana’ blog analysed 288 blogs devoted to pro-ana. She stated following facts: the youngest blogger was 12 years old and the oldest one was 28 years old (the average age was 17.6), the lowest weight was 38.5 kilograms, while the heaviest one was 109 kilograms (the average height was 58.6), the lowest BMI1 (Body Mass Index) was 13.5 and the highest one was 38.2 (the

---

1 Body Mass Index – from 18.5 to 25 is a commonly accepted range for normal weight
average was 21.2), of the lowest ‘target BMI’ was 10.9 and the highest one was 24.6 (the average was 16.8). Among tested bloggers 35% of them provoked vomiting, 33% regularly used laxative and 21% of them used other pharmaceuticals [35]. A different and smaller research, based on a sample of 30 blogs, showed that on two thirds of them authors wrote that they used laxatives, diuretics, natural hunger-reducing and improving metabolism medicines. Frequently these remedies are not intended for it. A good example is Sudafed which is a medicine for runny nose with the side effect of increasing metabolism [34]. Use for improper purpose is one of disadvantages of great availability and marketing of medicines [36].

Most of pro-ana websites have similar structure (chats, advice sections, links to similar sites). Their aim is not only a mutual motivation for more and more drastic losing weight, but also they are created in order to search advice how to handle with own disease and how to get over it. It is because these people do not feel understood enough by close friends or non-anorexics [33]. The analysis of Polish pro-ana blogs showed that most frequently there appears ‘thinspiration’ (which is an inspiration of being thin), mainly in terms of pictures of thin models and actresses. They appeared on more than half of blogs (about 60%). Later, in every fifth of blogs there was included a Decalogue (consists of 10 commandments like ‘Being thin is more important than being healthy’, ‘Thou shall no eat without feeling guilty’ etc.). On the similar amount of websites there were religious elements (e.g. prayers to Anna) as well as pro-ana quotes. On these websites there was rarely (about 10%) an alphabet of butterflies (‘A-anorexia, my queen – a fallen Angel who destroys my soul; B – bulimia, my friend and helplessness that broke into life’). On about 30% of blogs there were no one of these elements, and therefore they could be regarded as innocent notes about losing weight. Nevertheless, according to the researcher, it was just only first impression [35]. What is more, ‘pro-ana followers’ do not have to be anorexics. Moreover, only 15% of the tested blog authors suited to weight grade of anorexia [35]. In another study it was one third of the group [34]. However, the bloggers demonstrate strong similarity to ill persons in terms of ‘the way of functioning as well as cognitive and emotional perceptions own body, values allotted to low weight and to personal adjectives’ [34].

The existence of pro-ana movement can lead to promoting eating disorders to the larger number of people and result at increasing number of those suffering from anorexia.

The Anorexia Nervosa and Associated Disorders Organization submitted a document to websites working similar like Yahoo in order to remove websites promoting anorexia [33]. In 2013 in Israel, Spain and Italy there was adopted the law forbidding employing too thin models. In 2015 France prepared an amendment of own law which aim was a removal of an anorexia promotion. Except no acceptance to work of thin models whose BMI is lower than 18 it proposed also to recognize websites encouraging to have anorexia as illegal [37]. At present in Poland there are no legal regulations which could limit the existence of such blogs and websites.

Conclusions

In 1998 World Health Organisation announced the obesity to be a global epidemic. It is a main health problem in the world. It concerns both adults and children. It leads to many civilisation diseases like, for example, cardiovascular diseases or type 2 diabetes [31]. For this reason in the media there is lots of losing weight information and promotion of fit silhouette. This, combined with the lack of education about rational nutrition and care for health can lead, especially among young people, to pathology connected with eating food. To such pathologies belongs anorexia nervosa described in this article. The problem of this disease is exceptionally extensive and it can be possibly seen from different perspectives (e.g. sociologic, psychological and medical). They sometimes mutually exclusive themselves. As an example a social and cultural conditions of anorexia can be a matter of argument. Garner and Garfinkel have shown in their work that there are close ties between anorexia and the propaganda of a slim silhouette trend [6]. Whereas, Keel with Klump doubted in the existence of a bigger link in such area [16].

It is undeniable that anorexia is a mental disease which is a threat to health and life as well as it requires a specified treatment. Anorexics more frequently die as a result of suicides than from the imminent cachexia caused by disturbances. This fact indicates that there is a need to diagnose for depression syndromes or other mental diseases because these people should not be left without any care of specialists.

The treatment requires help from many specialists – not only psychiatrists but also other doctors and diabetes. Hospital is not able to heal itself patients, who suffer with anorexia. There is a need for a support from friends, family, but also cooperation with anorexics is an important element of treatment. Another important element is developing facilities which enable patients to have a good therapy in appropriate conditions outside hospitals where it is possible to provide proper assistance without stigmatisation of a patient and with his bigger involvement.
Polish legislators should follow politicians from other western countries and they should establish penalties for propagating anorexia. An important aspect is also committing a bigger amount of money to health promotion and education. Especially young people should be taught about ‘healthy eating’ and also about the meaning of physical activity in fighting obesity. Below there are four points with the most important conclusions from our article:

1. The analysis of literature provided in the article has proved that anorexia is not only a disease of our time. The first use of the term anorexia nervosa was in 1874, and first cases similar to anorexia were also described earlier (5th, 8th century). Although, nowadays this disorder occurs much more frequently, it cannot be stated that it is a modern disease.

2. It is hard to diagnose this disease. There are no described clear symptoms and reasons of anorexia.

3. Anorexia is a not enough examined issue in Poland. Providing the new study that performs the rate of occurrence this disease in Poland, appears to be really significant.

4. Pro-ana movement is the phenomenon, which supports anorexics in their activities to reach the dreamed-of weight. This movement is very controversial. It is based on the calls of the third feminist wave and as a place of action it includes mainly the Internet. It seems appropriate to carry out scientific research related to the analysis of this movement in the Internet because the one, which was accomplished, was not performed by qualified researchers. That can undermine their credibility. According to the authors of this article, Poland, like other East European countries, should consider the existence of the websites encouraging to anorexia as illegal.
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